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Analysis of Ras-effector interaction competition in large intestine and colorectal
cancer context
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aSystems Biology Ireland, and UCD Charles Institute of Dermatology, School of Medicine, University College Dublin, Belfield, Ireland; bUCL
Institute of Ophthalmology, and NIHR Moorfields Biomedical Research Centre, University College London, London, UK

ABSTRACT
Cancer is the second leading cause of death globally, and colorectal cancer (CRC) is among the
five most common cancers. The small GTPase KRAS is an oncogene that is mutated in ~30% of all
CRCs. Pharmacological treatments of CRC are currently unsatisfactory, but much hope rests on
network-centric approaches to drug development and cancer treatment. These approaches,
however, require a better understanding of how networks downstream of Ras oncoproteins are
connected in a particular tissue context – here colon and CRC. Previously we have shown that
competition for binding to a ‘hub’ protein, such as Ras, can induce a rewiring of signal transduc-
tion networks. In this study, we analysed 56 established and predicted effectors that contain
a structural domain with the potential ability to bind to Ras oncoproteins and their link to
pathways coordinating intestinal homoeostasis and barrier function. Using protein concentrations
in colon tissue and Ras-effector binding affinities, a computational network model was generated
that predicted how effectors differentially and competitively bind to Ras in colon context. The
model also predicted both qualitative and quantitative changes in Ras-effector complex forma-
tions with increased levels of active Ras – to simulate its upregulation in cancer – simply as an
emergent property of competition for the same binding interface on the surface of Ras. We also
considered how the number of Ras-effector complexes at the membrane can be increased by
additional domains present in some effectors that are recruited to the membrane in response to
specific conditions (inputs/stimuli/growth factors) in colon context and CRC.
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Introduction

The large intestine (also called large bowel or colon) is
the last part of the gastrointestinal tract, which is
responsible for the detoxification and elimination of
non-absorbed ingested products while conserving fluids
and electrolytes like sodium and chloride. Its inner
surface is composed of columnar epithelial cells that –
in contrast to the small intestine – have no villi pro-
truding into the lumen [1]. The intestinal epithelial
cells (IECs) invaginate and create crypts, which
increases the absorptive surface of the tissue. At the
base of the crypt is a population of intestinal stem cells
(ISCs), which proliferate, differentiate into diverse cell
types, and migrate upwards to the surface. Together
with luminal extrusion of effete cells, this enables the
constant regeneration of the epithelial lining, the integ-
rity of which is maintained by adhesion junctions
between the IECs. It is intriguing to envisage the high

level of coordination needed to enable intestinal cells to
undergo a series of cell fates during their lifetime – part
of which is achieved by members of the superfamily of
small GTPases [2–4].

Small GTPases of the Ras superfamily (with the Ras,
Rac/Rho, Arf, and Rab subfamilies; see Figure S1) are
critical regulators of intestinal epithelial homoeostasis and
barrier function [5]. Small GTPases tightly bind guanosine
triphosphate (GTP) and guanosine diphosphate (GDP).
Binding to GDP keeps the GTPase in an inactive state,
whereas upon GTP binding, there is a conformational
change in the protein structure that allows the binding
and activation of diverse downstream effectors. The transi-
tion between these two states, inactive GDP-bound and
active GTP-bound protein, is regulated by two main pro-
tein groups: GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs) that cata-
lyse the hydrolysis of GTP and guanine nucleotide
exchange factors (GEFs) that catalyse the exchange of
GDP for GTP [6]. The Ras oncoprotein members of the
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Ras subfamily, HRAS, NRAS and KRAS (with the isoforms
4A and 4B), henceforth referred to as Ras proteins, are
membrane-associated proteins that play a fundamental
role in cell signalling. When activated, Ras-GTP proteins
can interact with several effectors (e.g. PI3-kinases,
RalGDS, and Raf kinases), thereby controlling important
cellular processes such as survival, polarization, adhesion,
migration, and proliferation [7].

CRC has been estimated to be the fourth leading
cause of cancer death [8], which is believed to be
related to today’s pervasive lifestyle entailing an
increase of risk factors such as diet, smoking or alcohol
consumption [9]. CRC development starts with the
formation of precancerous polyps, which are aggregates
of abnormal cells that protrude into the lumen of the
colon. These polyps accumulate genetic changes that
lead to invasion of the bowel wall and spread to sur-
rounding lymph nodes, finally leading to remote metas-
tasis. Genetically, tumour development in the colon is
characterized by the stepwise accumulation of genetic
and epigenetic alterations. APC loss and KRAS muta-
tions are one of the early events in this process, fol-
lowed by p53 loss. The majority of KRAS mutations are
single point mutations at codons G12, G13, and Q61,
which render K-Ras insensitive to GAP-mediated GTP
hydrolysis. This results in an accumulation of constitu-
tively GTP-bound active K-Ras in cells leading to
enduring activation of downstream effector pathways.
While Ras effectors have predominantly been studied in
the context of the oncogenic Raf and PI3-kinase onco-
genic pathways, there is evidence that other Ras effec-
tors also play a role in cancer [10].

Ras effectors are (with few exceptions) multi-domain
proteins and their interaction with Ras proteins involves
a domain with a ubiquitin-like fold [11,12]. Based on
a limited sequence homology, the ubiquitin-like domains
can be further subclassified into the RalGDS/AF6 Ras asso-
ciation domain (RA), the Ras binding domain (RBD), and
the PI3-kinase family, Ras-binding domain (PI3K_rbd).
However, the presence of anRA,RBDorPI3K_rbddomain
per se does not qualify as a true effector for Ras proteins
[13,14] and some effectors are likely not to bind, or bind
with low affinity to Ras∙GTP [13,14]. All effectors bind to
Ras proteins using the same and thus ‘mutually exclusive’
binding surface. Previous studies have shown that if Ras is
present at limiting concentration, the formation of specific
Ras-effector complexes and downstream pathway activa-
tion can be altered by changing the concentration of indi-
vidual effector proteins [15]. Therefore, changes in the
relative concentrations of the Ras binding partners can
cause network rewiring and alterations in cell fate decisions
[16]. As Ras has a wide range of binding partners,

understanding how the interactions with its partners take
place is key to comprehend how the signals propagate
downstream and consequently modify the cellular out-
comes. The central hypothesis is that manipulation of pro-
tein abundances of Ras interaction partners in colon cancer
context may steer downstream signalling networks back to
a more physiologically state and, for example, reduce
proliferation.

Here, we analysed 56 established and predicted effec-
tors that contain a structural domain with the potential
ability to bind to Ras oncoproteins. Further, we classified
the effectors according to their outputs into 12 down-
stream signalling pathways. Using in vitro measured and
in silico estimated affinities, combined with protein con-
centrations in colon tissue, we generated a simple math-
ematical model of Ras effectors competing for binding to
Ras. The model predicted that three out of 12 pathways
are predominantly active in normal colon context, which
are the RAF-MEK-ERK, the RAL-PLD, and the RASSF-
MST pathways. The model also forecasted how down-
stream pathways rewired when the levels of active Ras
were increased. Further, we examined the pairwise bind-
ing between Ras and effectors by accounting for addi-
tional domains present in Ras effectors that may interact
with themembrane (where Ras is localized) in response to
conditions and stimuli in colon context, as this will result
in increased effective binding affinities.

Results

Identification and classification of 56 established
and predicted human Ras effectors

Proteins that bind to the effector lobe of Ras proteins in
the GTP-bound state (‘canonical’ Ras effectors) are char-
acterized by presenting a domain with a ubiquitin (UB)-
like topology [12]. On the basis of different consensus
sequences, the UB-like superfamily can be further sub-
divided into the RA (RalGDS/AF6 Ras association
domain), the RBD (Raf-like Ras-binding domain), and
PI3K_rbd (Ras-binding domain of PI3Kinase-like pro-
teins) domain sub-families. We used the PROSITE,
SMART, and Pfam sequence-based prediction databases
to retrieve all human genes and their close homologs/
family members containing a canonical Ras binding
domain, which resulted in a list of 56 effectors (note:
RIN4 is a shorter version of the close homologs RIN1,
RIN2, and RIN3, and it misses a Ras binding domain)
(Figure 1; Table S1). The largest number of ubiquitin-
like domains belong to the RA family (65%), followed by
the RBD (15%) and PI3K_rbd (12%) domains (Figure S2
(a)). Three UB-like domains cannot be further sub-
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classified, and one domain was assigned manually as an
RA domain [17].

We also retrieved all domains that are predicted to be
present in the Ras effectors in addition to the UB-fold
(Figure 1). Altogether, the 56 effectors contained 149

additional domains that fell into 41 domain families
(Table S1). The number of additional domains present
in Ras effectors ranged from zero to ten per effector
(Table S1, Figure S2(b)). The 41 domain families were
further sub-classified into four groups (Figure S2(b)):

ARAF, BRAF, RAF1

PIK3C2B, PIK3C2G, PIK3C2A, 

RGL4

RASSF10, RASSF8

RIN1, RIN2, RIN3

SNX27

ARAP1, ARAP2, ARAP3

DGKQ

RASSF1, RASSF5

RASSF2, RASSF3, RASSF4, RASSF6

RASSF7

KRIT1

RASSF9

RAPGEF2, RAPGEF6

RAPGEF3

RAPGEF4

RAPGEF5

ARHGAP20

PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3CG

RALGDS, RGL1, RGL2, RGL3

AFDN

PLCE1

TIAM1, TIAM2

RASIP1

RADIL

APBB1IP, RAPH1

MYO9A, MYO9B

MYO10

RGS12

RGS14

GRB7, GRB10, GRB14

---- RBD  ---- C1 ---- S_TKc ----

---- PI3K_rbd ---- PI3K_C2 ---- PI3Ka ---- PI3Kc ---- PX ---- C2 ----

---- RasGEF ----

---- RA   --- coiled-coil ----

---- SH2 ---- VPS9 --- RA  ---

---- PDZ ---- PX --- RA   ---

---- SAM ---- PH ---- PH ---- ArfGAP ---- PH ---- PH ---- Rho-GAP -- RA   -- PH ----

---- C1 ---- C1 ---- C1 -- RA    -- DAGKc ---- DAGKa ----

---- C1 --- RA   --- SARAH ----

---- RA   -- SARAH ----

--- RA  -- coiled-coil ---- coiled-coil ----

---- NUDIX_5 ---- ANK ---- ANK ---- ANK ---- ANK -- RA (manual) --- B41 ----

---- RA  ---

---- cNMP binding ---- RasGEFN ---- PDZ --- RA  --- RasGEF ----

---- DEP ---- cNMP binding ---- RasGEFN -- UB domain  --- RasGEF ----

---- cNMP binding ---- DEP ---- cNMP binding ---- RasGEFN --- UB domain    RasGEF ----

---- RasGEFN --- UB domain  -- RasGEF ----

---- PH --- RA  --- RhoGAP ----

---- PI3K_p85B ---- PI3K_rbd ---- PI3K_C2 ---- PI3Ka ---- PI3Kc ----

---- RasGEFN ---- RasGEF --- RA  ---

---- RA  - RA   -- FHA ---- DIL ---- PDZ ----

---- RasGEF ---- EF-hand_like ---- PI-PLC-X ---- PI-PLC-Y ---- C2 ---- RA ----

---- PH ---- Tiam_CC_Ex --- RBD  --- PDZ ---- DH/ RhoGEF ---- PH ----

---- RA  --- DIL ----

---- RA  --- DIL ---- PDZ ----

---- RA   -- PH ----

---- RA   --- Myosin motor ---- IQ ---- IQ ---- IQ ---- IQ ---- IQ ---- C1 ---- RhoGap ----

---- SH3_19 --- Myosin motor --- IQ --- IQ --- IQ --- MYO10_CC --- PH --- PH --- MyTH4 - RA  -- B41 ---

---- PDZ ---- PID ---- RGS --- RBD  - RBD   --- GoLoco ----

---- RGS --- RBD  -- RBD  --- GoLoco ----

---- RA   -- PH ---- SH2 ----

Ras binding
Catalytic

Intramolecular/structural

Membrane binding Intermolecular PPI

Unknown function

Membrane binding & 
intermolecular PPI

Legend for the 
domain classes

Figure 1. Domain composition of 56 putative human Ras effectors. Domain structure of proteins containing RA, RBD, PI3K_rbd
and UB domains (in red). The Figure has been prepared following domain assignments in Table S1. Family members with similar
domain compositions are only drawn once and all gene IDs are listed preceding the domains. The colour code for the additional
domains follows the classification as in Figure 2.
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(i) Catalytic domains: This class contains 13 domains
with catalytic functions, such as GAPs, GEFs, and
serine/threonine kinases, which mediate signalling
downstream of Ras-effector activation. Notably,

many of the effectors contain domains that func-
tion as GEF and GAPs for other members of the
Ras superfamily, such as Rap (RasGEF), Rho/Rac
(RhoGAP and DH/RhoGEF), Arf (ArfGAP), and

KRAS RGL3
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Figure 2. Protein concentrations and pathways downstream of expressed Ras effectors in colon. (a) Protein concentrations of
Ras proteins and effectors in colon tissue based on the Wang et al 2019 dataset [12]. The colours correspond to the 12 different
downstream pathway classes associated with the 56 Ras effectors (see panel b). A star preceding the protein name indicates that
protein concentrations were extrapolated from mRNA levels. (b) Ras effectors expressed in colon tissue (≥ 1 nM) are shown as circles
where their sizes correspond to their protein expression levels (see legend). The 12 downstream effector pathways connect to
a variety of output/responses and their known (or potential) role in colon homoeostasis and physiology.
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Rab (VPS9), suggesting that Ras protein signalling
is upstream of those other Ras superfamily pro-
teins (Figure S1(b)).

(ii) Intermolecular protein-protein interaction
(PPI)-mediating domains: 15 domains, such as
PDZ, SH2, and coiled-coil, are present in this
group. They can mediate interactions with both
upstream and downstream proteins in the sig-
nalling network. Examples are SH2 domains
that bind to phosphotyrosine-containing pep-
tides (e.g. of ErbB membrane receptors), PID
domains that bind to phosphotyrosine pep-
tides, and MyTH4 domains with the ability to
bind to microtubules.

(iii) Membrane-binding domains: Six domains (PH,
C1, C2, B41, PX, and PI3K_C2) can bind to mem-
branes. PH domains are known to bind to inositol
phosphates, C1 domains bind to diacylglycerol,
and C2 domains bind to calcium and lipids.

(iv) Intramolecular/structural domains: These domains
serve as accessory parts for the catalytic domains of
RasGEF (RasGEFN), PI3Kc (PI3Ka), DAGKc
(DAGKa), and PLCXc/PLCYc (EF-hand_like).

One domain (DEP) is involved in both, membrane
binding and intermolecular PPI, whereas two others
(DIL and Tiam_CC_Ex) have a yet unknown function.
Summarizing, the domain analysis suggests that Ras
effectors, in addition to their role as potential Ras
interactors, are predicted to be part of a highly inter-
connected signalling network, where the additional
domains can either serve as interaction platforms to
mediate binding with other proteins and membrane
structures, or as activity executing elements, or (as
predicted for most of the effectors) a combination of
both functions.

Ras effectors and downstream pathways in colon
context

To obtain protein expression levels for Ras members and
effectors in the context of the colon, data from a recent
high-coverage mass spectrometry based deep proteome
and transcriptome human tissue atlas were analysed [18].
Protein expression data in colon tissue were available for
two (K-Ras and H-Ras) of the three Ras proteins (K-Ras,
H-Ras, and N-Ras) and for 49 of the 56 effectors (Table
S2). The protein abundances for N-Ras and four effectors
(RALGDS, RGL1, ARHGAP20, and RAPGEF5) not
detected by mass spectrometry were estimated based on
their mRNA (transcript) levels based on a regression
model between transcript and protein levels of all detected

genes/proteins in colon tissue [18] (Figure 2(a); Table S2).
Three Ras effectors (RGL4, RASSF10, and RASSF9) were
not detected by either mRNA sequencing or mass spec-
trometry (of colon tissue). K-Ras was most highly
expressed (276 nM) compared to the other Ras members
and indeed all effectors, which concentration ranged
in from 0.01 nM (= no protein expression) to 50 nM
(Figure 2(a)). To link the effectors that are expressed in
colon tissue (above a threshold of > 1 nM) to downstream
pathways that are likely relevant in intestinal cells, the 56
effectors were classified into 12 groups based on their
additional domains present and/or their known functions
obtained from specific literature searches (Table S1;
Figure 2(b)):

(1) MEK-ERK-ETS signalling: This class comprises
the effectors ARAF, RAF1, and BRAF, of which
ARAF is most highly expressed. This pathway
links tomitotic signalling and thus proliferation/
self-renewal and differentiation of ISCs [19].

(2) PIP3-PDK-AKT-BAD signalling: This group
includes the effectors PIK3C2A, PIK3C2B,
and PIK3CB, with PIK3C2A having the high-
est concentration. PI3 kinase signalling is cri-
tical for intestinal epithelial cell growth and
survival [20].

(3) Ral-PLD-Sec5 signalling: This class consists of
the effectors RGL1, RALGDS, RGL2, and
RGL3, of which RGL1 is highest expressed. Ral
GTPases are important for the regeneration of
ISCs through the internalization of Wnt recep-
tors [21].

(4) Actin-Nectin-cadherin signalling: The effector
AFDN (alternative gene ID: MLLT4) is the
only member of this group. AFDN is impor-
tant for formation of adherens junctions, and
thereby organizes adhesion between intestinal
cells and thus barrier functions [22].

(5) DAG-IP3-PKC-Ca signalling: This group is
comprised of the effector PLCE1, which, how-
ever, is not expressed in colon tissues accord-
ing to the Wang et al, 2019 dataset [18]. A role
for PLCE1 in NF-κB-dependent proinflamma-
tory gene expression has been proposed in
colon epithelial cells [23] and its altered expres-
sion levels have been associated with CRC [24].

(6) ABL-RAB4-RAB5 signalling: This group is con-
stituted of the effectors SNX27, RIN2, RIN1, and
RIN3, of which SNX27 is the most highly
expressed. The Rab subfamily controls intestinal
epithelial barrier integrity by endosomal recy-
cling of junctional proteins [5]. Rab vesicles
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have also been implicated in the Wnt ligand
delivery and Paneth cell maturation at the intest-
inal stem cell niche [25].

(7) RAC-PAK-RHO signalling: This class is com-
posed by the effectors ARAP1, ARHGAP20,
and DGKQ, of which ARAP1 is the most
highly expressed. Rho and Rac proteins are
regulators of the actin cytoskeleton, which is
critical to mediate interactions with junctional
proteins such as occludin and zona occludens
(ZO) proteins in epithelial cells [26].

(8) MST-LATS-Hippo signalling: The Effectors
RASSF4, RASSF2, RASSF5, RASSF7, and
RASSF9 belong to this class of which RASSF4
is the most highly expressed. RASSF proteins
serves as an adaptor for the assembly ofmultiple
protein complexes, involving MST kinases and
other SARAH domain proteins [27]. The MST/
Hippo pathway plays a role in intestinal regen-
eration by regulating cell proliferation, apopto-
sis and differentiation [28].

(9) RAP-signalling: This group is comprised of
the effectors RASIP1, RAPGEF5, RAPGEF2,
RAPGEF6, KRIT1, APBB1IP, and RAPH1, of
which RASIP1 is most highly expressed. Rap
signalling is critical for cell-cell junction for-
mation between epithelial cells [5,29].

(10) Myosin-Actin signalling: The effector MYO9B
is part of this class. This non-muscle myosin
is an actin-based motor, which is important
for intracellular movements. MYO9B contains
a GAP domain specific for Rho GTPases and
plays a role in cell migration and regulation of
intestinal epithelial barrier functions [30].

(11) GPCR and G-protein signalling: The effector
RGS14 belongs to this group. It is suggested to
act as a scaffold that integrates G protein and
RAS-RAF-MAP-kinase signalling pathways
[31]. It is at present unknown which function
RGS14 exhibits in the context of the intestine,
but network analyses based on the STRING
database [32] suggest a link with RAP signal-
ling and thus junction/adhesion pathways.

(12) RTK signalling: This class includes the effector
Grb7. The SH2 domain of Grb7 is known to
bind many receptor tyrosine kinases (e.g. ErbB,
Tek/Tie, Kit, and ephrin receptors) as well as
cytoplasmic proteins [33]. ErbB and ephrin sig-
nalling is important for intestinal stem cell
homoeostasis and regeneration [34,35]. Grb7
has been shown to associate with focal adhesion
kinase (FAK) and to play a role in cell migration
in intestinal cells [36].

Altogether, it is remarkable that all downstream Ras
effector pathways converge one way or the other on
output responses such as cell adhesion/cell junctions/
barrier function, migration, proliferation, survival, and
apoptosis – processes that all play a critical role in
intestinal homoeostasis and barrier function.

A computational model of Ras-effectors in the
context of the colon

The different effectors compete for binding to Ras
proteins as they use a similar binding site on Ras,
hence characterizing their interaction as mutually
exclusive (Figure 3(a)). Based on the law of mass
action at steady state, it holds that the amount of
a particular effector complexed with Ras is related to
the affinity between Ras and the effector (Kd or equi-
librium dissociation constant) and the concentrations
of all proteins involved (see Methods). As the presence
of an UB-like domain is not alone a sufficient criterion
to qualify as a high affinity interactor for Ras, but is
the result of specific amino acid interactions with
favourable energy contributions in the interface, Kd

values have to be assessed on a pair-wise individual
basis for all Ras-effector complexes. Equilibrium bind-
ing constants for the different Ras-effectors were col-
lated, when available, from previous biophysical
characterizations of in vitro expressed and purified
proteins (e.g. isothermal titration calorimetry or sur-
face plasmon resonance) (Table S3) (reviewed in [37],
and obtained from [13,14,38–40]). Further, estimates
of Kd values for Ras and effectors were obtained from
a previous genome wide in silico 3D structure-based
prediction/homology modelling and energy calcula-
tion approach [17].

An equilibrium binding model for Ras in complex
with the 56 effectors was generated based on the mass
action law and mutually exclusive binding sites (see
Methods), where effector-specific Kd values (Table S3)
and concentrations in the context of colon for Ras
proteins and effectors were incorporated (Table S2).
As Ras has to be in a GTP-bound active conformation
to bind effectors, different concentrations of active Ras
were used in the model, where 100% GTP load corre-
sponded to the total Ras (sum of H-, N-, and K-Ras)
concentration in colon tissue. Solving the equations of
our Ras-effector model system allowed us to calculate
the concentrations for each of the effectors in complex
with Ras in equilibrium (Table S4). To enable easier
visualization and biological relevant data interpretation,
the individual complex concentrations were summed
up according to the 12 effector pathway groups defined
before (Figure 3(b)). Due to the high abundance of
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K-Ras in colon tissue, ~88% of effector complexes are
formed with K-Ras as compared to H-Ras and N-Ras
(Figure S3).

In normal colon tissue, the active Ras (GTP) concentra-
tion was estimated to be 20% (inmouse fibroblasts [41]). In
this low Ras-GTP regime, the 01_RAF_MEK_ERK effector
group had the highest concentration of complexes formed

with Ras (13 nM), followed by the 03_RALGDS_RAL and
08_RASSF_MST_LATS_Hippo effector groups. When the
levels of active Ras were increased, as expected, overall
a higher concentration of effectors were found in complex
with Ras and the same order of Ras-binding preference was
kept (Figure 3(b)). However, when normalized to the total
concentration of Ras-effector complexes (Figure 3(c)), the
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high affinity binders, like for instance Raf proteins, bound
proportionally less, in favour ofmore binding of lowaffinity
effectors, such as the effectors associated with the pathways
04_AFDN_Actin_Nectin_Cadherin and
06_RIN_ABL_RAB. Thus, both a quantitative (overall
more binding of effectors) and a qualitative (proportionally
more binding of low-affinity effectors) effect with increased
active Ras was predicted by our computational model.

Some of the 56 Ras effectors also bind to other Ras
subfamily members, such as RAP [42] and RRAS pro-
teins (Figure S4(a)), sometimes even with higher affi-
nity than to Ras [13]. As RAP and RRAS proteins are
highly expressed in colon tissue (Figure S4(b), this is
expected to impact our competition model in the sense
that less effectors would be available to bind to Ras as
they are sequestered by RAP/RRAS proteins. We tested
this by incorporating additional reactions involving
binding of some of the 56 effectors (such as AFDN
and RALGDS) to RAP and RRAS proteins (Table S5).
The impact on Ras-effector complex formation was
only minor (Figure S5(a)-(c)), which can be related to
the low affinity of those effectors (such as AFDN and
RALGDS) in complex with Ras. However, including
RAP and RRAS proteins as interactors for some of
the 56 Ras effectors, overall increases the total amount
in complex with Ras/RAP/RRAS for some of the effec-
tor classes, such as class 3 (RALGDS & endocytosis)
and class 4 (AFDN & adhesion) (Figure S5(d)-(e)). Due
to the high abundance of RAP and high affinity in
complex with AFDN, the adhesion signalling pathway
becomes of greater importance in normal colon context
and of respective smaller relevance when Ras oncopro-
teins are upregulated (Figure S5(e)). It also shows that
with increasing GTP levels of Ras oncoproteins, mainly
the Ras-mediated proliferation pathway increases, while
RAP-mediated adhesion pathways are unaffected, ulti-
mately decreasing the ratio of adhesion vs proliferation.

To explore further the behaviour of the Ras-effector
competition model, we next generated patient-specific
models for individual CRCpatients. Gene expression infor-
mation forRas proteins and effectorswas obtained from the
TCGA database for 170 individuals with KRAS mutation-
driven colon cancers. For each patient-specific model, the
Kd values were kept identical as in our previous model
(Table S3), but the Ras and effector protein concentrations
(estimated from a protein-specific gene-protein relation;
see methods) in colon tissue were changed according to
each patient’s expression value (assuming 100% GTP load;
Table S6). The 56 Ras-effector complexes were calculated
for each of the 170models and addedup according to the 12
effector groups (Figure 4(a,b)). The predicted Ras-effector
complexes showed a substantial variability for the indivi-
dual CRC tissues (Figure 4(b–e)), albeit the group-related

averages across all individuals correlated remarkably well
(R= 0.98)with theRas-effector complexeswith 100%active
Ras in normal colon tissue (Table S2) for the 12 effector
groups computed previously (Figure 4(f)).

In summary, our model suggests that the
RAF_MEK_ERK effector group is the main group in
complex with active Ras both in normal colon and in
CRC tissues (~60%). However, other effector groups,
such as the Ral_PLD_Sec5, the MST_LATS_Hippo, the
Actin_Nectin_cadherin, and the Abl_Rab groups com-
pete for binding and are predicted to be in complex
with Ras proteins (~15%, ~5%, ~5%, and ~5%, respec-
tively), in particular with increasing active Ras concen-
tration as this favours binding of low affinity effectors.

Additional domains that are predicted to increase
the number of Ras-effector complexes at the
plasma membrane

The ability of Ras to act as a signalling hub is inevitably
linked to its enrichment at the plasma membrane (PM)
[43]. However, network modelling suggested that mem-
brane anchoring of only one of the two interacting part-
ners only leads to a small increase in the number of
complexes formed by the two partners [44]. Rather, it
needs the association of both interacting partners to the
PM that is then predicted to significantly increase the
number of interacting complexes by increasing the ‘appar-
ent binding affinity’ around 100-fold (‘piggyback’
mechanism [44];). Therefore, understanding the rules
and affinities that dictate binding of UB-like domains to
Ras and of additional effector domains to the membrane,
or to membrane-associated proteins, becomes of equal
importance. As many effectors have rather low binding
affinities mediated by their Ras binding domains, the
condition-specific additional effector recruitment to the
plasma membrane can provide a mechanism to transi-
ently alter Ras-effector binding hierarchies and down-
stream signalling pathways.

The cellular localizations of Ras effectors are pre-
dominantly in the cytosol, although additional subcel-
lular localizations are possible according to the
COMPARTMENTS databases (https://compartments.
jensenlab.org/Search) (Figure S6). Manual literature
searches were performed for all the additional
domains identified in the 56 effectors to determine
the domains that can associate to the PM either
directly or through interaction with membrane-
associated (transmembrane) proteins. We found that
38 effectors have at least one domain that has the
potential to bind the PM or PM-associated proteins
(Figure 5(a)). Interestingly, there was a very good
agreement between the 38 effectors identified via our
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domain-based approach and the subcellular PM loca-
lization retrieved from the COMPARTMENTS data-
base (Figure S6). For example, effectors such as
RalGDS and RASSF family members that lack a

specific domain for membrane association, were gen-
erally not localized to the PM (Figure S6).

We next gathered specific information for each of
the 56 effectors in the 12 effector groups regarding their
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detailed mode of interaction with the PM and/or PM-
associated proteins, including affinities whenever avail-
able (Figure 5(b–i)). We also highlighted stimuli and
conditions that could favour the recruitment of the
domains to the membrane during normal intestine
homoeostasis and in CRC context.

Raf effectors (class 1): The C1 domains of Raf proteins
can bind to the PM, and for RAF1 this binding has been
linked to an increased effective affinity with Ras at the
membrane, thereby promoting MAPK signalling [45,46].
In agreement with this, high affinities were determined
with different lipids such as phosphatidylserine and

Figure 5. Additional domains in effectors that can mediate binding to the PM or PM-associated proteins. (a) Statistics for
effectors and additional domains with ability to be linked to the PM. (b)-(i) Schematic representations and affinities between UB-like
domains binding to Ras (R) and additional domains and their binding partners (selected examples for which affinities are available).
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ceramide in complex with the C1 domain of RAF1
(Figure 5(b) [47],). Sphingolipids, such as ceramide, are
enriched in the apical membrane of the polarized intest-
inal cells and alterations in sphingolipid metabolism are
observed in CRC [48,49]. Thus, the condition-specific
lipid composition of intestinal cells may impact the num-
ber of signalling complexes between Raf kinases and Ras.

PI3K effectors (class 2): The group of PI3K contains
several domains with the ability to be associated to the
PM, such as C2, the PX, and the PI3K_C2 domains.
Recent biochemical studies have shown cooperative bind-
ing of the C2 and PX domains with affinities in complex
with different phosphoinositides in the range of 4.5 to 52
μM [50]. An important source of phosphoinositide pro-
duction at the PM are PI3K’s themselves. Gain of function
mutations in PI3K (e.g. in PIK3CA) are found in 10–20%
of colorectal cancers [51].

RalGDS effectors (class 3): This group of RalGDS/
RalGDS-like proteins does not contain any additional
domains with the potential to link to the PM,which agrees
well with subcellular localization information (Figure S6).

Afadin (class 4): The binding affinity of the PDZ
domain of AFDN in complex with a peptide of the cell
adhesion protein Nectin 3 was in the range of 17.8 μM
[52], which together with the moderate binding affinity in
complex with Ras (3.03 μM) could nevertheless improve
overall binding and the number of Ras-AFDN complexes
at the membrane (Figure 5(c)). Expression changes of cell
adhesion-associated proteins have been shown to be asso-
ciated with colorectal cancer progression [53].

PLCE1 (class 5): This phospholipase contains a C2
domain that could direct the protein to the membrane,
possibly by binding to the alpha subunit of heterotrimeric
G proteins [54] in addition to binding to Ras∙GTP [55].

SNX27_RIN effectors (class 6): RIN family members
(RIN1, RIN2, and RIN3) contain SH2 domains –
a domain type with the ability to bind phosphotyrosine
peptides. Binding affinities were determined with each
of the three SH2 domains in complex with a large set of
different phosphopeptides corresponding to sequences
of the ErbB family member receptors (Figure 5(d))
[56]. The highest binding affinities ranged between 1.6
and > 2 micromolar. ErbB signalling is critical in nor-
mal intestinal homoeostasis [19] and its downstream
pathways are also involved in the development and
progression of CRC [57].

TIAM_RAC/RHO-linked effectors (class 7): TIAM1 and
TIAM2 both contain a PDZ domain and two PH domains
that can associate to the PM. Peptide binding motifs of
TIAM PDZ domains were recently experimentally deter-
mined, which predicted that TIAM1 could bind to the
Protocadherin gamma-A12 adhesion molecule with affi-
nities in the range of 90 to 200 μM [58] (Figure 5(e)).

Binding affinities of the PH domains with PIP3 were esti-
mated to be in the range of 0.8 to 1 mM (estimated from
other PHdomain containing RhoGEF proteins [59]). Thus,
Ras-mediated TIAM1 activation of Rac1 [60] may be con-
dition specific, modulated through adhesion and phospho-
lipid signalling.

RASSF effectors (class 8): Except RASSF1 and RASSF5
proteins, which contain a C1 domain, no other RASSF
family member contains a domain with the ability to
associate to the PM. A recent combined experimental
and structural modelling work suggested that the C1
domain of RASSF1A is required for death receptor-
dependent apoptosis by mediating binding to the tumour
necrosis factor receptor 1 and TRAIL-R1/DR4 [61].

RAPGEF/RAP-linked effectors (class 9): The PDZ
domain of RAPGEF6 (= PDZ-GEF2) has been shown
to interact with the junction protein F11R (= JAM-A)
[62], but no affinity was determined for this interaction
(Figure 5(f)). The DEP domain of RAPGEF3 (= Epac1) has
been shown to bind to phosphatidic acid at the PM with
estimated high affinity [63] (Figure 5(g)). However, cAMP
is needed to bind to RAPGEF3 in order to release the
autoinhibition and free the DEP domain to interact with
the PM.

Myosin-linked effectors (class 10): MYO9A binds to
cell-cell junctions on one end and to the actin filaments
on the other end, thereby connecting the actin cytoske-
leton and Rho-mediated (RhoGAP) signalling at cell
junctions for coordinating epithelial cell migration [30].

RGS effectors (class 11): The PDZ domain of RGS12
has been shown to bind to the interleukin-8 receptor
B (CXCR2) [64], but no affinities were measured
(Figure 5(h)). Overexpression of CXCR2 has been asso-
ciated with poor prognosis in CRC patients [65] and its
ligands (the CXC family of chemokines) have been
suggested as prognostic markers and drug targets in
CRC [66].

GRB effectors (class 12): The SH2 domains of GRB7
and GRB10, similar as the RIN1/RIN2 proteins, have
been shown to bind to phosphotyrosine peptides of the
ErbB family receptors (Figure 5(i)) [56]. Together with
the PH domain present in all Grb effectors with affi-
nities in the range of 5 to 28 μM for GRB10 and GRB14
[67], each of the three Grb family members has at least
one additional domain where binding has been demon-
strated to the PM or a PM-associated protein.

In summary, many Ras effectors were identified that
not only contain at least one additional domain with
the potential to bind to the PM or PM-associated pro-
teins, but in many instances, we found direct binding
evidence. In addition, many of those binding events
had been shown to be of relevance in colon or CRC
context.
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Discussion

Systems biology and associated network-centric
approaches are becoming an increasingly powerful
tool in drug discovery and development [68].
Computational modelling can be used to reveal system
behaviours that are otherwise difficult to isolate or to
study experimentally. In the present study, we gener-
ated a quantitative network model that predicted the
concentration of effectors in complex with Ras onco-
proteins at equilibrium using law of mass action and
thus unravelled how effectors compete for binding to
Ras proteins. The model required equilibrium binding
constants (Kd values) and the concentrations of Ras
proteins and effectors in colon/colorectal cancer tissue.

All Ras effectors described to date contain a domain
with an UB-like fold that mediates binding to Ras.
However, binding affinities can vary considerably for
different effectors [13], and despite extensive research
in the past decade, not all UB-like domains of Ras
effectors have been probed experimentally for binding
to Ras [37]. Moreover, none of the affinities have been
probed in the context of the full-length protein. As
a result, currently many affinities are only available as
estimates based on 3D structure-energy predictions
[17], which however, are also strong evidence, as these
predictions were extensively validated and calibrated
against experimental data [17]. Here, we have taken
a systems approach and established a list of 56 effectors
that contain a structural domain with the potential to
bind to Ras proteins. Except for three effectors, we
could assign to each Ras-effector pair a Kd value that
was either previously in vitro experimentally deter-
mined or in silico computationally predicted. With
respect to tissue-specific concentrations, we would like
to emphasize the exceptionally high coverage of protein
detection in 29 human normal tissues published by
Wang and colleagues [18]. This, for the first time
enabled the generation of a Ras-effector competition
binding model of that scale where most protein con-
centrations were directly available from a mass spectro-
metry study and did not have to be estimated from
mRNA levels (which is known to poorly correlate with
protein levels [69]). Moreover, as Wang and colleagues
[18] also measured mRNA levels in the identical colon
tissue, we were able to calculate a pairwise gene-specific
mRNA-protein relation, a factor that was used to cal-
culate protein concentrations from gene expression
values for colon cancer tissues catalogued in the
TCGA database [70]. As large-scale consortia, such as
GTEx [71] or TCGA [70] have provided substantial
gene expression data for individuals in different normal
and cancerous tissues, this opens the exciting possibility

for the generation of personalized mathematical models
that include protein concentrations that are estimated
from mRNA levels in an (as) accurate (as possible) way.
It will also enable to fine-tune patient-specific models
by incorporating the adjusted binding constants in
a mutant-specific fashion (e.g. KRAS G12D vs G12V,
G13D, etc) [72].

By combining Ras-effector binding constants (Kd

values) with protein concentrations in colon tissue,
a mathematical network model was generated that is
able to predict how Ras differentially engages with
different sets of Ras effectors. The Raf effectors were
found to be the main group predicted to be in complex
with Ras in normal colon context (~60%). The down-
stream MEK-ERK-ETS pathway is related to cell migra-
tion, lipid metabolism, transcription and in general, cell
proliferation. Other effector groups, such as RalGDS/-
like effectors, RASSF effectors, AFDN, and RIN effec-
tors are predicted to be less found in complex with Ras
(~15%, ~5%, ~5%, and ~5%, respectively). The RASSF-
MST-LATS pathway leads to both cell cycle progression
and apoptosis, as well as microtubule reorganization.
While it was remarkable to observe that many of the 12
Ras effector pathways converged on migration and
adhesion-related outputs, pathways related to prolifera-
tion, survival and apoptosis quantitatively dominated
according to our Ras-effector model. Our model also
predicted that with increasing concentration of active
Ras the total amount of all effectors that form com-
plexes increase, but that increasing Ras especially
favoured binding of low affinity effectors that otherwise
cannot effectively compete. In fact, 18 effectors have
measured or predicted Kd values of >10 μM, suggesting
that they are not real Ras binders, or ‘condition-
specific’ effectors that only engage in effective com-
plexes with Ras if they are recruited to the PM using
additional domains (‘piggyback’ mechanism [44]).

Additional domains present in effectors were further
predicted to increase the number of complexes formed
between Ras and effectors at the PM. Many of the effec-
tors contained classical membrane-binding domains,
such as PH, C1 or C2 domains [73]. The PH domains
are small domains found in a variety of proteins and can
bind phosphatidylinositol in biological membranes. The
C1 domain or Protein kinase C-like phorbol ester (PE)/
diacylglycerol (DAG)-binding domain binds PE and
DAG in a phospholipid and zinc dependent manner.
The C2 domain is a calcium dependent membrane target-
ing module found in cellular proteins and is involved in
signal transduction and membrane trafficking. C2
domains show lipid selectivity for the components of
cell membranes such as phosphatidylserine and phospha-
tidylcholine. Therefore, condition-specific alterations in
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the composition of lipids in the PM can modulate the
amount of a particular effector in complex with Ras at the
PM. For example, profound shifts in the composition of
lipids have been observed during differentiation of epithe-
lial cells, where

sphingomyelin shifted towards glycosphingolipid,
together with an increase in plasmalogen, phosphatidy-
lethanolamine, and cholesterol [74]. Other effectors con-
tained domains that mediated binding to proteins that
were constitutively associated to the PM, such as adhesion
receptors (for AFDN, TIAM1, and RAPGEF6), receptor
tyrosine kinases (for RIN1, RIN2, GRB7, and GRB14),
G protein-coupled receptors (for RGS12) and death
receptors (for RASSF1). While interactions of effectors
with adhesion receptors are expected to be permanent
(unless adhesion receptors are degraded, e.g. during
migration phases), interactions that involved binding of
SH2 domains to phosphotyrosine peptides of receptors
will be transient and dependent on a certain stimulus (e.g.
EGF and TGFα for the activation of ErbB family receptors
and CXCL1 and CXCL8 for CXCR2).

As affinities for Ras-effectors mediated by the UB-
like domains and those of additional domains in com-
plex with the PM/PM-associated proteins are generally
in similar orders of magnitude (both ranging from nM
to μM), it will become of equal importance to under-
stand and quantify both modes of binding and integrate
them into mathematical models. In fact, the combina-
tion of two anchor points in two proteins is predicted
to greatly impact the overall affinity between two pro-
teins [75]. This is expected to have important conse-
quences for network rewiring downstream of oncogenic
Ras proteins. Supposedly, rewiring would not anymore
be merely result of a constitutive activation of (mainly)
a single downstream Raf-MAPK pathway, but the result
of all competing interactions that are effectively modu-
lated by signals (e.g. microenvironment) of the tumour
or anatomical changes (poor differentiation and loss of
cell adhesion in advanced cancer stages).

Over the last 10 years, it became apparent that properties
of signalling networks are highly cell type-specific [76–78].
Therefore, efforts to measure cell- and tissue-specific pro-
tein expression levels are increasing (e.g. the Human
Protein Atlas initiative [79]). The question now becomes
rather how to integrate protein abundances with context-
specific conditions and localized signalling responses. Even
if we take our Ras-effector network as a simple example, it
becomes clear that quantitatively predicting the impact of
micro environmental conditions, will almost certainly
require the consideration of way larger (if not complete)
networks to get a satisfactory predictivemodel. Henceforth,
moving towards whole-cell/-tissue networks highlights the
need for new transformational approaches to predict how

biological signalling networks are rewired in specific
(patho)physiological contexts. As K-Ras mutated CRC is
a health burden that current therapies cannot successfully
treat, rewiring protein networks from a cancerous state to
a more physiological normal state is of high interest as it
could pave the way for identifying novel drug targets.

Materials and methods

Identification of effectors that contain Ras binding
domains

The sequence-based prediction of domains is based on a set
of sequence features. As different tools use slightly different
consensus sequences to recognize a specific domain, we
used four different sequence-based prediction tools to
retrieve the list of all human proteins that contain a Ras
binding domain. The SMART (Simple Modular
Architecture Research Tool) database (http://smart.embl.
de/) contains protein information mainly related to
domains and domain architecture for a range of organisms.
It allows for the specific search of proteins depending on the
domains they present as well as a domain search through
protein sequence or sequence identifier. This database was
mainly used to retrieve all the human proteins that present
an RA, RBD or PI3K_rbd domain (Table S1). Unknown
sequences, fragments and isoforms of proteins already pre-
sent in the list were filtered out. We used the InterPro
(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/beta/), Pfam (https://
pfam.xfam.org/), and PROSITE (https://prosite.expasy.
org/) prediction tools in a similar way (Table S1). The
same four databases were used to predict the 42 additional
domains present in Ras effectors (Table S1).

Protein expression in normal colon tissue

We used the results from a recent high-coverage mass-
spectrometry-based study to obtain protein expression
values for the Ras proteins and effectors in colon tissue
[18]. The protein expression data were provided in units
of ‘molecules/cell’. In order to obtain a nano molar (nM)
concentration unit from the protein copies per cell values
(Table S2), we assumed that the cell volume of an average
human cell is 4000 μm3 [80] and the molecules obtained
in one mole of a substance (Avogadro number NA) is
6.022 × 1023 mol-1. Thus, we used the formula

molar = prot copies/(cell vol * NA) = mol/L

that is
nano molar = 109 * prot copies/(cell vol * NA).

Therefore, considering that 4000 μm3 = 4 * 10−12 L, it
results:

nano molar = prot copies/(4 * 602.2).
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For some proteins no expression was detected by mass
spectrometry. In those cases, we calculated the protein
levels frommRNA levels reported byWang and colleagues
[18] for the identical tissue using the overall (albeit weak)
correlation obtained between mRNA and protein expres-
sion [18]. This was done by first matching the Tables EV2
[of 18] (mRNA levels) and EV5 [of 18] (protein levels) on
the column ‘Gene names’ and then selection of the subset
of data with common gene name. In the case of gene/
protein isoforms (i.e. multiple entries for the same gene/
protein name), we chose the tissue-specific maximum
values, all isoforms confounded. We constructed a linear
regression model between gene and protein expression
data in log-log plot (only strictly positive values of mRNA
in FPKM units and protein copies per cell). We estimated
the undetected proteins (with non-null coding gene) by
means of the regression line y = a * x + b. Considering that
y = Log(Y)and x = Log(X), thus

Y ¼ 10b � Xa

where X is the mRNA value and Y is the protein copy
number.

Classification of 56 effectors into 12 effector classes

In order to classify the 56 effectors into 12 overall effector
pathway classes (Table S1), we used the UniProt database
(https://www.uniprot.org/), the function of the additional
domains present in effectors (obtained from the SMART,
Pfam, PROSITE, and InterPro websites and manual
searches), surveyed known functions about signalling
pathways in colon context (in particular the barrier func-
tion [5];), and integrated manual literature searches (see
main text) to classify the 56 effectors into 12 overall
effector pathway classes (Table S1).

Equilibrium binding model of Ras proteins and
effectors

The Ras-effector model consists of 56 reaction schemes,
in the format of

R þ E1  !
k1

k�1
C1

R þ E2  !
k2

k�2
C2

R þ E56  !
k56

k�56
C56

where

Kd� ¼
k��
k�

with R referring to the molar concentration of Ras and
E 1, …, E56 to the molar concentration of the 56
effectors in colon tissue.

Following the principles of mass conservation, with

RTOT ¼ R þ C1 þ C2 þ . . . þ C56

E1TOT ¼ E1 þ C1

E2TOT ¼ E2 þ C2

:

E56TOT ¼ E56 þ C56

the system to solve becomes:

RTOT ¼ R þ
X

iCi

EiTOT ¼ Ei þ Ci

Kd;i ¼ R � Eið Þ = Cið Þ
with i = 1, …, 56. This enables us to calculate variables
C1, C2, …, C56, which represent the nano molar con-
centrations of each of the 56 effectors in complex
with Ras.

The affinities for each of the 56 effectors (Kd,i) were
obtained from (i) either in vitro measured Kd values of
Ras proteins in complex with (except for PI3K) the Ras
binding domains and not the full lengths effectors (pre-
viously published for 18 complexes see Table S3); (ii) or
estimated based on in silico 3D structure-based energy
predictions [17] (available for 25 Ras effector complexes).
Predictions based on Kiel and colleagues [17] were trans-
lated into approximated Kd values by assigning the bind-
ing free energies from the two sets of template structures
(S = short) and (L = long) using the following rules:

‘twilight/twilight’: Kd = 5 μM,
‘twilight’: Kd = 7.5 μM,
‘twilight/non-binding’: Kd = 10 μM,
‘non-binding’: Kd = 20 μM,

Effectors that have been measured in vitro and
shown not to bind, were assigned a very low affinity
of 50 μM (four effectors). Effectors that have not been
tested for binding so far (either in vitro or in silico, were
assigned a low affinity value of 39 μM, which corre-
spond to the lowest affinity measured for 17 of the
in vitro assessed effectors (nine effectors).
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Network simulations in COPASI using ordinary
differential equations (ODEs)

The network of Ras with 56 effectors and additional
reactions of RAP and RRAS in complex with a set of
the 56 effectors was modelled using COPASI software
(version 4.27) [81]. Reactions of the model were
defined based on reversible mass action (see Table S5).
Kd values were converted into kon (forward reaction)
and koff (reverse reaction) values following Kd = koff/kon
with kon fixed to 1e6 M−1 s−1. Steady state analyses were
performed using the concentrations of Ras, RAP,
RRAS, and the 56 effectors as initial values.

Gene and protein expression data in 170 patients
with colorectal cancer

Weused the Human Protein Atlas database (https://www.
proteinatlas.org) to obtain mRNA levels (in FPKM units)
for 597 colorectal cancer patients. Of those, we selected
170 patients with KRAS mutant-containing cancers,
information that was obtained from the COSMIC data-
base (https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic) (Table S6). In
order to estimate the corresponding protein concentra-
tions (in nM) for those patients, we first obtained the
tissue-specific relation between individual mRNA-
protein pairs from Wang and colleagues [18] (Table S5).
In order to increase the confidence and coverage of the
mRNA-protein relation, we obtained mRNA expression
levels in colon tissue from another resource, the GTEx
consortium (average expression values in FPKM units are
provided on the Human Protein Atlas database; see also
Table S5). FPKM values from Wang and colleagues [18]
and the GTEx consortium in normal colon tissue gener-
ally agreed well (Table S6). A protein-specific factor was
obtained by dividing the protein level in nM by the
average mRNA level of Wang/GTEx. This factor was
used to calculate the protein levels of the effectors and
Ras proteins using the TCGAmRNA (in FPKMvalues) of
the 170 individual CRC patients (Table S6).
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